Name _______________________________

handsome

caught

excited almost

Chameleon 4

turning

spotted

1. We ________________ the stray dog near the school.
2. The boy ___________________ three chameleons.
3. The chameleon is __________________ green.
4. A chameleon’s tongue is really __________________!
5. This game is ___________________ and fun.
6. I ______________ finished my papers today.
ABC Order __saw __why
__ chameleon _1_animals __dull

Syllables 1, 2, 3

__brownish

1. exciting

__hungry

animals

_____

1. _______________

2. chameleon _____

2. _________________

3. sticky

3. _________________

4. handsome _____

4. _________________

_____

5. myself

_____

6. hide

_____

7. hungry

_____

5. _________________
6 _________________
7. _________________

sticky

Name__________________________________

Chameleon 2

people, sideways striped, interesting, animals, thought, cuddly

1. The chameleon became all of the ________________________.
2. This book is very __________________________.
3. Most____________________ are very nice.
4. A crab walks ___________________.
5. I __________________ I saw a turtle under that log.
6. A zebra has __________________ lines.
7. A teddy bear is ___________________.

ABC Order

__didn’t
1 angry __wasn’t __flamigo
__brownish __ people __strong
1.

angry

________________

Compound words
self
foot

ball ways bone
boat yard

foot

1. bare___________________

2 ________________

2. my___________________

3. ________________

3. side___________________

4. ________________

4. after___________________

5. __________________

5. dog___________________

6. __________________

6. back___________________

7. ___________________

7. foot___________________

Name _______________________________________ Chameleon

brownish

interesting

cuddly

wait

When

3

tongue

1. That story was very funny and _______________________.
2. Please ____________ for me to come.
3. The chameleon used its __________________ to catch the fly.
4. The ______________________ color wasn’t pretty.
5. My cat is very sweet and ____________________.
6. ___________ are we going to lunch?
Base word
1. glasses

Match: Words that mean the same.
Write the letter on the line.

glass____
1. not shiny

2. jumped
3. biggest
4. looked

______________
______________
______________

_____

2. good-looking _____
3. flamingo

_____

A. hardly
B. exciting
C. saw
D. handsome

4. interesting _____

E. dull

5. thought

_____

F. pink bird

5. taking

______________

6. spotted

_____

G. think

6. running

______________

7. barely

_____

H. to the

8. sideways

_____

7. funniest

______________

right or to
the left

Name____________________________________ Chameleon 1
Sequence

1,

2,

3,

4,

5, 6

______

Next she sat in the chair and broke it.

______

Goldie was frightened and ran away.

1
______

Goldie went to the Bear’s house.

______

Bear found Goldie asleep in his bed.

______

Then Goldie went upstairs to take a nap.

______

First she tasted his bowl of soup.

__eyelid __pride
__inside 1 big __people
__brown __ride __wide
ABC order

Opposites
quiet

silent stay last

destroy

hurt

adult question

adult

1. child ________________
1.

big

_____________________

2. _____________________
3. _____________________
4. _____________________
5. _____________________
6. _____________________
7. _____________________

2. first ________________
3. move

________________

4. sound ________________
5. make ________________
6. answer ________________
7. help ________________

Name _________________________________ Chameleon 5
flamingo,

thought,

elephant,

mixed-up,

tongue,

shiny

1. The chameleon’s ______________________ was long.
2. I ________________ I saw an elephant in my house.
3. They saw a ___________________ stone.
4. The __________________________ chameleon was not happy.
5. A pink _____________________ stood by the lake.
6. An _________________ is Mrs. Thomson’s favorite animal.

Syllables 1,2,3

1. flamingo

____

2. thought

____

X out the wrong meaning

1. shiny
2. far
3. hardly

3. tongue

____

4. shiny

____

5. chameleon ____
6. caught
7. elephant

____
____

4. spotted
5. dull

sparkling
near

7. her

long way

up

barely

five

saw

not shiny

6. nice handsome
me

dull

bright

good-looking
myself

8. them

caught

catch

9. flew

fly

stand

Name___________________________________ Chameleon 6
Sequence
______

1,

2,

3,

4,

5, 6

The chameleon couldn’t catch the fly.

_______ The chameleon saw all of the beautiful animals at the zoo.
_______ Next he wanted to be strong like an elephant.
_______ Life was not very exciting for the chameleon.
_______ At last he wanted to be himself.
_______ Then he wished he had a turtle’s shell.

can
is

will
he

we she
they not

Match the opposites: end soft
great

bottom

sunny

awake

1. can’t

_____ ______

1. under ________________

2. isn’t

_____ ______

2. top

3. they’ll

_____ ______

3. hard

________________

4. we’ll

_____ ______

4. awful

________________

5. he’s

_____ ______

5. cloudy ________________

6. he’ll

_____ ______

6. asleep ________________

7. she’s

_____ _____

________________

7. begin ________________

